In 2004, over 8000 plant species were assessed as being at risk of becoming extinct. That was 70% of all plant species assessed; over 300,000 plant species were not assessed. In the average territory, over 53 plant species were at risk of local extinction. Most of the plant species shown here exist in only one territory.

The most plant species assessed as at risk are in Ecuador; 74% of 2467 local species assessed there were classed as threatened species. Next is Malaysia, with 58% of the 1177 local species assessed as threatened species. Third is China: at 71% of 627 local plant species. Then Indonesia: 56% of 686. All other territories had assessed fewer than 600 plant species.

Territory size shows the proportion of plant species assessed as locally at risk of extinction worldwide, that are found there.

“IT IS A HUGE JOB. TO RESTORE FOREST COVER TO 8% OF KENYA MEANS WE'LL HAVE TO PLANT 80 MILLION SEEDLINGS EVERY YEAR FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS.”

Newton Kulundu, 2003
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